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BORDEAUX VERTIZONTAL THE CHATEAUX

Château Palmer (3ième Cru Classé; Margaux; 52ha)

Margaux’s second finest property was originally called Chateau de Gasq, but the name was changed in 1814 when the British General Charles
Palmer bought the estate. Palmer trebled the area under vine before he fell on hard times and was forced to sell up. By 1853 the estate had
been purchased by the Périere family, who were involved in banking and apparently big rivals of the Rothschilds. Not to be outdone by anything
that Pauillac’s first family may be doing, the Périeres decided to build the famous chateau at Palmer. The building, which was renovated in 2005,
is widely considered to be one of the most beautiful in all of Bordeaux. Between the two World Wars, Palmer was sold again to a collection of
merchant families (Sichel, Ginestet and Mahler-Basse) and today has a total of 24 shareholders.
The majority of vines are planted on gravel soils, although there are some plots that are more sandy in nature. The estate is renowned for having a
very high proportion of Merlot planted, but today’s figure of 47% is substantially lower than the 60+% that it was back in the 1960s. The powers
that be insist their Merlot is very well suited to the Margaux terroir and if they were to replace it with more Cabernet Sauvignon they would lose
some of the finesse and elegance that has long been the hallmark of Chateau Palmer. In some vintages Palmer has proved itself to be the equal
of the first growths and, on balance, its ranking as a 3rd growth does seem a little harsh.

Château Léoville-Barton (2ième Cru Classé; St Julien; 45ha)

Thomas Barton arrived in Bordeaux from Ireland back in 1722 and within a few years he had set up a trading company shipping wine back to the
emerald isle. Business was good and by buying Château Le Boscq in 1745, the Barton family became established in the Haut-Médoc. By the end
of the century it was his grandson Hugh Barton that was in charge and he purchased Château Langoa-Barton in 1821, followed by Léoville-Barton
in 1826. In actual fact Hugh had purchased part of the original Léoville estate in 1822 at an auction with the intention of reselling to the Marquis
de Las Cases who had it confiscated during the revolution. The Marquis was unable to meet the asking price so Hugh re-christened it LéovilleBarton and added it to the family’s holdings. Hugh Barton passed away in 1854, but his legacy was cemented a year later when Léoville-Barton
was designated as a 2ième cru in the 1855 classification.
By 1927 Ronald Barton had assumed control and he went on to manage the family business for more than half a century. It was during this period
that Ronald’s nephew Anthony moved to Bordeaux and began working at the family negocient business Barton & Guestier. By the 70s, Anthony
was running his own negocient business, as he’d been sacked from his position at B&G in 1967 after Seagrams had taken a controlling interest
in the firm. As a trader in the finest wines of Bordeaux, Anthony was dealing in claret from all of the top estates - with the exception of Langoa
and Léoville Barton, which he was banned from selling due to a contract of exclusivity signed with the Barton & Guestier firm! Anthony took the
reigns from his uncle in 1983 and one of his most important decisions was to hire a new régisseur to manage the properties, bringing the highly
rated Michel Raoult from neighbouring Château Lagrange. The château pictured on the Léoville labels is Langoa and because the Barton family
had lived at Langoa ever since Léoville was purchased, there was never any reason to build another residence. Indeed, the Barton’s tenure at their
two properties is the longest continuous ownership of any château in Bordeaux.
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Château Cos d’Estournel (2ième Cru Classé; St Estèphe; 64ha)

Louis d’Estournel was the man responsible for developing the estate, back in 1811 (although there had most probably been vines on the site
before this). He had spent time as a trader in the far east so, in an effort to remind himself of his time there, he built the amazing chateau building
that is one of Bordeaux’s most beautiful and most memorable. In actual fact, the chateau houses the winery at Cos and is not a private residence.
In 1852 the estate was sold to a consortium of British bankers and by the time of the 1855 classification, Cos was commanding prices higher
than nearly all of the other second growths (today it is still regarded as one of the best of the ‘super seconds’). In 1889 the property was bought by
the Charmolue family, who would go on to buy Montrose a few years later. They stayed at Montrose for many years (until 2006), but their tenure
at Cos ended in 1917 when they sold to the Ginestet family. This, by marriage became the Prats family and today Jean-Guillaume Prats is the
manager - a man full of ambition for the wines in the same way as his father Bruno was before him.
Cos d’Estournel possesses slightly different terroir to much of St Estèphe, with a lower clay content and higher proportion of gravel that most other
estates. Another slightly unusual trait is that it has a higher than expected proportion of Merlot in the vineyards for a property at this level - 38%,
compared to 25% at Montrose and 20% at Calon-Ségur.
As it shares a long vineyard border with Lafite, it has often been held up as St Estèphe’s finest property and following a string of fine wines in recent
vintages, few (outside of die-hard Montrose fans) would argue.

Château Mouton-Rothschild (1er Cru Classé; Pauillac; 82ha)

When the original classification of Medoc wines took place in 1855, many in the Bordeaux firmament were surprised to see that MoutonRothschild was not amongst the first growths. According to documents of the time, Mouton was selling for the same price as the first growths and
when a chap call Danflau published a book on Bordeaux wines in the 1860s, he insisted that Mouton would be promoted when the classification
was revised. Few then would have thought it would take over 100 years, but after tireless lobbying by the Baron Philippe de Rothschild, Mouton
was finally reclassified into the top tier of the Medoc’s wines.
The estate was created by Joseph de Brane back in the 1720s and he named it Brane-Mouton. The word mouton is thought to be a derivative of
motte - the word for mound (no doubt the gravel croupes that Mouton and its neighbours are famous for). By 1830, when the Brane family put
the estate up for sale, Joseph’s grandson had overseen the expansion to 50ha of vines, but this shrunk under the next owner to just 37ha and
the estate fell into a state of disrepair. Perhaps the shoddy condition and the fact that there was no Chateau building influenced the decision not
to make Mouton a first growth. The Rothschilds have been in charge at Mouton since 1853 and were the first to insist on chateau bottling their
production (beginning in 1924). Their labels have become iconic, with a procession of world class artists contributing art to the designs, including
Picasso, Matisse and even our very own Price Charles! This practice began with the 1945 vintage - a wine that has gone down in the annals of
history as one of the very finest, with Michael Broadbent predicting another 50 years of sublime development still to come.
Today Mouton is run by the Baroness Philippine Rothschild and the wine has a personality apart from the other Pauillac first growths - Opulence
and flamboyance, rather than the power of Latour or the elegance of Lafite.
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1988
The winter of 1987/88 was a difficult one. Rainfall was way above the average and the showers didn’t cease until the first week of
July, but conversely the temperatures were above average. April and May were 2 degrees warmer and 40% wetter than usual. This
led to a raft of problems with mildew and rot, leaving many proprietors worried that they were dealing with another disappointing
vintage after the dire quality of the 1987 harvest. When flowering happened in the second week of June, there was a lot of coulure
and millerandage - both of which served to reduce yields. A hail storm at the end of June further reduced potential quantities and
Margaux was particularly badly hit.
So far, so bad, and hopes were not high for the quality and quantity of the wines. But then things took a turn for the better. From
early July, the weather dramatically improved to the extent that, by the time the harvest hoved into view, there were actually fears of
drought. July was dry and warm, August was almost entirely rainless and despite a couple of light showers in early September the rest
of the month proved to be a heatwave. By the end of September the harvest began for the Merlot and, despite a bit of rain the fruit
was generally of good quality when it was picked. The situation was more tricky with Cabernet Sauvignon, as ripeness stalled in early
October. As the weather began to turn many estate managers started to get nervous - should they leave the fruit on the vine and risk
a deluge that could destroy the quality of the crop? Many of them decided not to risk it and the early picked Cabernet proved to be
on the weedy and green side. Many others chose to stick it out and wait for the sugar levels to rise. Those that took this option were
rewarded with much better fruit, but 1988 never proved to be a vintage that yielded particularly rich and concentrated fruit. In the end
it proved to be very inconsistent, thanks to the variety of decisions taken on picking date, but also because of the prolonged veraison
which meant there was uneven ripeness levels throughout the vineyard.
The quantities produced had initially looked like they were going to be small, but perhaps because of the problems early in the vintage
there seemed to be very little in the way of yield reduction on the vine across the Médoc (St Emilion, to be fair, was down by 25% on
the previous year). Many of the Haut-Médoc’s classed growths requested the legally allowed extension on the maximum yield (PLC),
particularly in St Julien where yields seemed to be particularly high.
The wines themselves are inconsistent and there appears to be a big discrepancy between the quality of the lower end wines and
those of the more respected chateaux. While ‘88 was never received as warmly as the following two vintages by commentators, there
are lots of highly rated wines at the top end and many people predicted that once the wines had shed some of their early seriousness,
they would develop into attractive examples. It also proved to be a superb vintage in Sauternes, though that is no surprise after all the
rot friendly weather early in the season.
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1989
After a better than expected vintage in 1988, the Bordelais were in buoyant mood and reacted with their customary gusto to excellent
weather conditions right from the off. Following a mild winter May was hot and dry, prompting early flowering and setting a trend for
sweltering temperatures that was to continue throughout the rest of the growing season. The summer started early and remained hot
and dry until after the harvest was completed - so hot and dry in fact, that 1989 was the hottest year on record since 1949 and the
earliest harvest since 1893.
With all of this sun it would be easy to think that the ‘89 vintage was plain sailing, but that was not exactly the case. While the high
temperatures meant early ripening for the fruit in an analytical sense (sugars and acids), the shorter growing season left the grapes
without the required phenolic (or physiological) ripeness. This presented the chateaux owners with a dilemma - should they pick early
to preserve acidity levels and prevent the wines from taking on too much sur-maturité (over ripeness), or should they wait for full
phenolic ripeness to avoid green, harsh tannins. The answer to this difficult question would dictate what sort of wines each chateau
made and there was no universally accepted ‘right’ way to do things.
This issue of physiological ripeness was particularly acute for Cabernet Sauvignon and therefore it had a much bigger impact on the
wines of the Médoc. Estates on the right bank picked relatively early (some getting started in August) as Merlot doesn’t need so long
to achieve a high level of phenolic ripeness - the Mouiex properties in Pomerol and St Emilion delayed picking until the first week
of September and the fruit they brought in was superb so expectations were high for the quality of the wines. With things a bit more
complicated over on the left-bank many winemakers lost their nerve and on the advice of their risk-averse oenologists they sent out
the pickers early, missing the opportunity to harvest fruit that would’ve proved to be spectacular if they had waited. Those that did wait
were rewarded, producing wines that stand up to those made in the other great vintages of the 20th century.
So how was the vintage received by the critics? Well, at the time there was a great deal of positive press for the ‘89s, resulting in
proclamations that it was the vintage of the century. Of course, a century in Bordeaux tends to mean 2 or 3 years, but nevertheless the
feeling was very positive and the wines showed very well when they were young, fetching the highest prices of any vintage released
up to that point . Michael Broadbent scored the vintage 5* and called it “Unquestionably a great vintage”. Robert Parker has never
been quite so enthusiastic as other commentators (with the notable exception of Pomerol), feeling that it pales in comparison to its
younger sibling 1990. The Roberson team have always felt ‘89 has been an excellent performer in the many verticals we’ve hosted.

1990
1989 proved to be the earliest harvest on record since 1893 and mid-way through the 1990 growing season some people were
predicting an even earlier start to proceedings. The winter was very mild and a bizarre heatwave in February (26 degrees on one day!)
followed by a stable spring led to very early flowering. During the flowering though, the weather changed and fruit set took longer than
expected. This irregularity created a disparity between the ripeness of berries in different parts of the vineyards and even within the
bunches themselves. Despite the potential problems and variable conditions through late spring and early summer, by mid July (when
the weather really began to warm up) it was clear that we were in for a bumper crop, as had been the case in the previous year. The
authorities reduced the maximum yield (including the PLC extension) by 5hl/ha which led to some crop thinning, but regardless of this
the Bordelais were on course for another big vintage in both quality and quantity.
After a hot July and sweltering August, 1990 proved to be the hottest since 1949 at just a shade warmer than ‘89. This posed
potential problems like scorched fruit and vine shutdown, with Cabernet in particular slowing down its vegetative development as the
temperatures continued to rise and the rain refused to fall. But then nature intervened and the pre harvest rains that fell at the end of
August replenished the vineyard’s water supply and restarted the physiological development of the fruit. Those estates that harvested
conscientiously by doing rigorous selection in the vineyard and winery, managed to pick fruit that was both high in sugar while avoiding
some of the phenolic ripeness issues of 1989. By the time the grapes were in, proprietors were confident that they had a great vintage
on their hands.
The crop was, as mentioned, a big one. It’s interesting to note that in the 1970 vintage Bordeaux produced 2 million hectolitres of
wine for the first time - a figure that cause dismay among the wine community as it was so large. By 1990, that figure had got up to
almost 5 million hectolitres! But quality had certainly not suffered and ‘90 was a vintage that was rapturously received by critics and
commentators right from the start. It was seen as superior to 1989 across all communes on the right and left banks, with scores and
reviews that put it in the top echelon of 20th century vintages. Today it is still perceived as a great year, with an open-knit character
that differentiates it from the tougher, more brooding wines from 1989.

